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<Adjective Conjugation> 

Generally, adjective conjugation rules are the same as  

Verb Conjugation Rules. 

1. Verb + 아  

1) When the verb stem’s last letter has ㅏ or ㅗ, and ends in 받침 : 

 

좋다 (to be good) -> 좋아 

작다 (to be small) -> 작아 

짧다 (to be short) -> 짧아 

 

2) When the verb stem ends in the vowel ㅏ,  

아 is deleted. 

 

싸다 (to be cheap) -> 싸 

비싸다 (to be expensive) -> 비싸 

 

3) Word stem ends in the vowel ㅗ,  

ㅗ and 아 get combined and becomes ㅘ. 

(There are not many adjectives whose stem ends in the vowel ㅗ) 
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2. Verb + 어 

1) When the verb stem ends in a vowel other than ㅏ or ㅗ, and 

ends in 받침: 

 

적다 (to be few, less) -> 적어 

넓다 (to be wide) -> 넓어 

길다 (to be long) -> 길어 

 

2) If the verb stem ends in the vowel ㅐ, ㅓ, or ㅕ,  

then –어 is deleted 

보내다(to send) -> 보내어요(x) 보내요 (o) 

3) If the verb stem ends in the vowel ㅜ,  

then ㅜ and 어 get combined to from ㅝ. 

배우다(to learn)-> 배워요 

주다(to give) -> 줘요 

(Not many adjectives in above two groups) 

4) If the word stem ends in the vowel ㅣ,  

then ㅣ and 어 get combined and become ㅕ. 

 

느리다. (to be slow) -> 느려 

흐리다. (to be cloudy, blurry) -> 흐려  

시다 (to be sour) -> 셔 
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3. When the stem ends in –하다 

편하다 -> 편해 

불편하다 -> 불편해 

뚱뚱하다 -> 뚱뚱해 

날씬하다 -> 날씬해 

4. When the word stem ends in the vowel ㅡ,  

how it’s conjugated depends on the stem’s form. 

슬프다 (to be sad) -> 슬퍼 

예쁘다 (to be pretty) -> 예뻐 

나쁘다 (to be bad) -> 나빠 

바쁘다 (to be busy) -> 바빠 

배가 고프다 (to be hungry) -> 배가 고파 

아프다 (to be sick, to hurt) ->  아파 

쓰다 (to be bitter) -> 써 

다르다 (to be different) -> 달라 

빠르다 (to be fast) -> 빨라 

 

5. When the verb stem ends in ㅂ받침 

맵다 (to be spicy) -> 매워 

아름답다 (to be beautiful) -> 아름다워 

덥다 (to be hot) -> 더워 

춥다 (to be cold) -> 추워 

어렵다 (to be difficult) -> 어려워 

쉽다 (to be easy) -> 쉬워 

차갑다 (to be cold) -> 차가워 

외롭다 (to be lonely) -> 외로워 
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<Adjective in Modifying Form> 

Rule: Stem + ㄴ/은  

 

슬프다 

Jeff is sad. 제프는 슬퍼요 

sad cats 슬픈 고양이 

 

작다 

The cat is small. 고양이는 작아요. 

small puppies 작은 강아지들 

 

좋다 

The weather is good. 날씨가 좋아요. 

a good friend 좋은 친구 

Irregular: 

외롭다 

저는 외로워요. I am lonely. 

외로운 사람 a lonely person 

아름답다 

하늘이 아름다워요. The sky is beautiful. 

아름다운 눈 beautiful eyes 

길다 

저는 머리가 길어요. My hair is long. 

긴 머리 long hair 
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재미있다/재미없다 

이 영화는 재미있어요. This movie is fun 

재미없는 책 a boring book 

맛없다/맛있다 

케이크가 맛있어요. The cake is delicious. 

맛있는 음식 a delicious food 


